This project completely replaced the underground infrastructure systems in our quad including the water, sewage and gas lines that are critical to the school's operation. The end result was new infrastructure and a modernized quad area with bench wall seating, improved lighting, and enhanced landscaping.

**Quad Infrastructure**

*June 1, 2014 - November 1, 2014*

---

The gas line extension project extended the gas line to our chemistry lab, providing an essential utility for lab science projects.

**Gas Line Extension**

*February 17, 2016 - March 31, 2016*

---

The Restroom Renovation project renovated all of the student restrooms on campus and provided an updated, cleaner and more efficient restroom for our students and staff.

**Restroom Renovation**

*February 17, 2016 - March 31, 2016*

---

The WiFi infrastructure project replaced server equipment and added WiFi capability to the Wheatland Union High School campus.

**WiFi / Internet Infrastructure**

*December 1, 2016 - February 28, 2017*